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1. INTRODUCTION: The ability to define mechanisms of resistance to the new
generation of hormonal therapies such as abiraterone and enzalutamide is critical to
determining appropriate therapy for men with prostate cancer.  One proposed mechanism
is the development of androgen receptor splice variants (ARsv) which are autonomously
active and predicted to make tumors resistant to hormonal therapy and sensitive to
chemotherapy.  This project proposes to isolate ARsv from circulating tumor cells (CTC)
and disseminated tumors cells (DTC) from bone marrow and determine if presence or
absence of ARsv predicted sensitivity to therapy.

2. KEYWORDS: Prostate cancer, androgen receptor, circulating tumor cells,
disseminateed tumor cells, enzalutamide, abiraterone, metastasis

3. OVERALL PROJECT SUMMARY:
Progress;
Aim 1 Determine whether AR variants and the associated mitotic transcriptome can be
isolated from blood spiked with AR variant transfected LNCaP and blood samples from
men with CRPC after treatment with abiraterone.

1a.   Determine if splice variant AR and its transcriptome can be detected using CTC  
isolation.  Peripheral blood is spiked with 0, 1, 5, 50, 100, 500 and 1000 LnCaP 
transfected with ARV567ES, or ARV7 per 3.5 ml of blood.  Controls are untransfected 
LNCaP.  Methods used are processing of samples by Rarecyte, collection of purified 
LNCaP and extraction for RNA to perform qRT-PCR for splice variants and variant 
transcriptome.   

Results: 

The Rarecyte assay originally proposed for this project did not reproducibly isolate CTC 
below 1000 cells/3.5 ml of blood. Transcripts isolated from successful isolations did not 
match between duplicates and this assay for isolation of CTC was abandoned.  As an 
alternative approach, we utilized the AdnaTest (Adnagen) assay as modified by 
Antonarakis et al (1). This assay reliably isolated splice variant transcript as detected by 
QT-PCR from as low as 5 spiked LNCaP 95 cells overexpressing AR V7 splice variants 
in 5 ml of blood (spiking experiment utilized 0, 5, 10 and 50 cells in female whole 
blood).  Control experiments utilizing LNCAP alone vs. ARsv expressing LNCaP 95 
were used and the assay demonstrated the ability to detect overexpression of UBE2C in 
the variant transfectant cells compared to controls (data not shown).  

1b.   Determine if CTC from abiraterone resistant prostate cancers contain splice variant 
AR and mitotic transcriptome.  
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Aim 2. Determine whether AR variants and the associated mitotic transcriptome can be 
isolated from DTC acquired from men with metastatic CRPC after abiraterone therapy. 

Results: We have been a leading site in the SU2C/AACR/PCF “Dream team” CRPC 
biopsy effort 
(https://www.standup2cancer.org/dream_teams/view/precision_therapy_for_advanced_pr
ostate_cancer) 

As a component of this project, the investigators on the current DOD proposal have 
interrogated the metastasis biopsy RNA seq data and have identified multiple AR splice 
variants which have previously not been detected in clinical biopsy specimens (see Figure 
1).  The manuscript including this data is in review at Cell.  

Figure 1 - transcripts from 94 biopsies acquired from patients in the SU2C cohort were analyzed for the 
presence of ARsv.  Samples were analyzed for use of specific promoters, presence of cryptic exons or 
exclusion of exons present in full length receptor (exon skipping variants). 73 patient samples (78%) 
contained at least one ARsv and 69 (73%) contained more than one ARsv.   

As a component of another DOD proposal, Stephen Plymate has generated constructs of 
multiple previously uncharacterized ARsv from the above analysis and several are 
constitutively active. Those that are active are the previously described ARV7, AR 
V567es and two novel splice variants ARV5es and ARV56es, both of which are exon 
skipping variants.  These constructs are being further interrogated for dimerization with 
each other and with wild type AR. It appears that there are multiple clinically relevant 
ARsv which have not been interrogated as to their significance in clinical specimens.  As 
a result of this work we have collected CTC and DTC from twenty one patients 
undergoing SU2C metastasis biopsy at our site. All patients are beginning or finishing 
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therapy with abiraterone or enzalutamide.  We are awaiting the biopsy RNA seq data for 
identifying the ARsv from individual metastasis. The CTC/DTC from these patients have 
been isolated by Adnatest with PCR of the isolated RNA pending. These samples will 
then be analyzed by primer sets already developed to identify the known ARsv (ARV7 
and ARV567es) as well as the novel, constitutively active ARsv referenced above.  

The DTC from marrow aspirate at the time of the biopsies are currently being analyzed 
by the Agilent assay for transcript expression. These results are anticipated in 3 months. 

4. KEY RESEARCH ACCOMPLISHMENTS:

• Modification of Adnatest to isolate AR splice variants, including multiple new
ARsv from CTC

• Acquisition of paired metastasis biopsies, CTC and DTC from men with
metastatic, resistant prostate cancer  (CRPC)

• Identification of other potentially clinically relevant AR splice variants

5. CONCLUSION: The importance of the proposed research (when complete) will be to
provide critical analysis of the presence of AR splice variants which have been shown to
associate and potentially mediate resistance to AR targeted therapies.  The ability to
identify the known ARsv (ARV7 and ARV567es) and new novel ARsv (ARV5es and
ARV56es) from both biopsy (which establishes expression in tumor) and a circulating
biomarker (CTC or DTC) will be required before doing the analysis of the significance of
the novel ARsv on sensitivity and resistance to AR targeting agents.   The plan in the next
six months is to acquire the RNA seq data (biopsies sent for sequencing) from the SU2C
biopsies and associate this with ARsv transcripts from concurrently isolated CTC.

6. PUBLICATIONS, ABSTRACTS, AND PRESENTATIONS: Nothing to report
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